Adaptive opens new headquarters and state-of-the-art lab facilities, expanding Seattle footprint.

With the opening of 1165 Eastlake, Adaptive will continue to grow our employee base and increase the impact of our immune medicine platform in areas such as infectious diseases, autoimmune conditions, and cancer.

- **2021** >780 employees
  Adaptive opens new headquarters and state of the art lab facilities, expanding Seattle footprint.

- **2019** 346 employees
  Adaptive debuts on NASDAQ as ADPT.

- **2012** 20 employees
  The company moves into its first official headquarters (1551).

- **2009** 10 employees
  Adaptive Biotechnologies is co-founded by brothers Chad & Harlan Robins – spun out of the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Institute.

**South San Francisco**
- Expansion opened April '21
- Hosts expanded drug discovery and cellular work

**New York City**
- Expansion opened Fall '21
- Represents a business and investor hub